
The	background

What	does	DNA	do?

DNA is the instruction manual for cells; the sequence of special chemicals called bases,

which are either A, T, C and G, determines the sequence of amino acids in a protein, and
protein is what makes us!

What are mitochondria, and what is mitochondrial DNA?

Mitochondria are the power stations of the cell, providing us with energy. They have many

copies of a circular molecule of DNA, known as mitochondrial DNA, which contain the
instructions to make some important proteins that are found within mitochondria.

What is a DNAmutation?

A mutation is when one base is replaced by another by mistake (for example, a T might be

replaced by a G). This could change the sequence of amino acids in a protein, which could
mean that the protein no longer works properly. This may cause disease.

As mitochondria contain many copies of mitochondrial DNA, there is often a mixture of

normal (good) DNA and mutated (bad) DNA. How severe a disease is often dependent on

the ratio of good DNA to bad DNA. If there is more good DNA than bad, the disease will be
mild; if there is more bad DNA than good, the disease may be severe.

Can we destroy the bad DNA, leaving only the good DNA?

We have made a chemical, called mtZFN, that can destroy only the mutated (bad) DNA,

leaving the normal (good) DNA behind. The good DNA can then copy itself, and the
mitochondria can function as normal!

The	challenge

• How fast can you remove the bad DNA (textured balls) and save the mitochondrion?
• Put the bad DNA in the DNA dustbin!

• Remember to leave the good DNA (smooth balls); this is needed to allow the
mitochondrion to work properly!
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